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WHERE TO STAY

‘There is nothing new except what has been forgotten.’  
The words of Marie Antoinette still seem to echo within the 
gilded halls of Le Grand Contrôle. The transformation of this 
historic building, set inside the gates of the Palace of Versailles, 
into France’s most anticipated new hotel proves her point. All 
traces of a pre-French Revolution world have been preserved; 
classical music lilts throughout the imposing salons lined with 
portraits of well-coiffed luminaries, some of them former guests. 
Every dining chair, mirror and velvet chaise, pinpointed to 1788 
– the last time the property’s furniture was inventoried – and 
tracked down at auction, appears to have always belonged in 
the space. The whole set-up has been meticulously curated. And 
while most corners of Paris read like a page from history, from 
the celebrated palace hotels – the Crillon, the George V, Le 
Bristol – to the Place des Vosges and the inimitable Louvre, 
none so eloquently and wholeheartedly sets the scene for what 
feels like entering an 18th-century fairy tale. 

Acclaimed for completing the Palace of Versailles, architect 
Jules Hardouin-Mansart was also responsible for designing Le 
Grand Contrôle in 1681. Initially serving as a private home for 
Paul de Beauvilliers, a government official under King Louis  
XIV, it then housed France’s ministry of finance, along with the 
smaller Le Petit Contrôle, during the reigns of both Louis XV and 

Louis XVI. After the building’s brief stint as a hospital, Napoleon 
stationed the army here. Its last function before a dusty vacancy 
was as a catering centre for Versailles officers.

Following hotly contested propositions by 25 hotel names,  
the LOV Group won the golden ticket. General manager Julien 
Révah attributes the victory to the proposal of classic styling and 
sympathetic reconditioning rather than a complete overhaul. ‘You 
need to be respectful of the area you are in,’ he says, referring  
to the house’s illustrious neighbour. While it’s not surprising  
that an eye-watering amount – upwards of £35 million, excluding 
the decoration – was spent on the almost five-year remodel,  
much of it was heavily invested in specialists. A finely crafted team 
of art historians and restoration experts were brought on to advise 
when hotel sub-group Airelles, which also owns Provençal hilltop 
retreat La Bastide de Gordes, took the reins. Most of the interior, 
including the main staircase, was in utter disrepair. Only the second 
dining room and one of the bedrooms kept their original decor. 

Each of the 14 regal rooms and apartments, named for a 
notable figure from the past, takes its cue from the noble family 
houses of the 1700s, elegant but not ostentatious. The whimsical 
upholstery by Pierre Frey plays on the green spaces of the estate, 
with flowers blooming all along the fabric-lined walls. The Necker 
suite, one of the largest at 1,292 square feet, is a nod to 18th- 
century finance minister and statesman Jacques Necker, whose 
wife founded a charity hospital in Paris around 1778. 

It’s fitting that Alain Ducasse, known for his Michelin-starred 
restaurants in London and Paris, was brought onboard, as he would 
have undoubtedly pleased the royal court with his extravagant 

five-course suppers and staff theatrics. All meals here begin, as 
Louis XIV’s would, with a glass of warm vegetable broth. No 
stranger to the Château de Versailles, Ducasse already helms 
nearby spot Ore. To add to the pomp, a subterranean spa with 
hand-painted frescoes and a chequerboard Carrara-marble floor 
includes a 15-metre swimming pool and a menu of Valmont-laced 
treatments. Staff throughout the property are tricked out in bespoke 
matching waistcoats and breeches by Marie-France Croyeau of 
Terre et Ciel, which also designed uniforms for La Mamounia and 
Royal Mansour in Marrakech. Every single member of the cadre, 
numbering more than 100, is passionate about Versailles, and was 
plucked from the very best stays in France: the general manager 
from L’Hotel in Saint-Germain, a butler from The Peninsula Paris 
and pastry chef Aymeric Pinard from Le Relais Bernard Loiseau 
in Burgundy’s Saulieu. Setting their own stage, several butlers are 
part-time amateur actors, ready to entertain at a moment’s notice. 
Their enthusiasm for this role play is evident as they explain even 
the most minute details of palatial life. It’s easy to forget that 
another world exists outside these golden gates.

And, of course, what takes the cake, preferably a gâteau  
au chocolat by Ducasse, is unprecedented access to the palace. 
Every evening, after the imperial doors are closed to flocks of 
visitors, guests can embark on guided tours and explore corners 

such as the off-limits dressing rooms connected to the king and  
queen’s apartments – well worth a peek to compare them to your  
own bedroom in Le Grand Contrôle while gaining an insight  
into the often scandalous goings-on behind the scenes. Even  
more thrilling is a moment to reflect in an empty Hall of Mirrors, 
the impressive gallery where some of the grandest royal fêtes 
took place. This too is where the Treaty of Versailles was signed 
in 1919. Entry to certain parts of the estate is also granted before 
it opens to the public, followed by a drive through the labyrinth 
of gardens by landscape architect André Le Nôtre. Not easily 
adapting to her duties, Marie Antoinette often retreated to the 
Petit Trianon, a gift from doting Louis XVI. The nearby pastoral 
landscape of the Queen’s Hamlet offered her somewhere to 
lead a simpler existence, and indulge in a secret love affair or 
two. A stroll around her beloved English gardens and Louis 
XIV’s Grand Trianon is among the morning highlights.

A stay here is like being given an after-hours, access-all-areas 
pass. With the entire grounds of Versailles at your disposal, it’s 
possible to disappear for a clandestine picnic along the Grand 
Canal. Or lie back on an antique daybed while feasting on Ladurée 
macarons. Or ring a bell for a candlelit dinner in your private 
chambers. However you choose to spend your time reliving history, 
the return to reality with no butler in sight will be a harsh one.

A FEW NIGHTS HERE ARE LIKE BEING GIVEN AN AFTER-HOURS, ACCESS-ALL-AREAS  
PASS. MOST THRILLING IS A MOMENT TO REFLECT IN AN EMPTY HALL OF MIRRORS

Opposite, clockwise from top left: main staircase; duck foie gras and asparagus at Alain Ducasse’s restaurant; Necker suite; detail in the restaurant’s Le 
Grand Cabinet room; Versailles; terrace; Salon d’Audience common area; Necker suite; Orangery gardens. Previous page, Madame de Fouquet bedroom

BOOK IT Doubles at Airelles Château de Versailles� Le Grand 
Contrôle from about ������� including breakfast� afternoon tea� 

palace tours and use of boats and golf carts� airelles�com
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